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Lean Portfolio
Management
Financial Agility for CSPs

Traditional ways
of working

Agile
Enterprise

Linear value chains lead to lengthy
decision making and slow iteration
cycle speed.

Non-linear value chains unlock financial
agility which enables quicker decision
making and a build, test learn mindset.

Old school ways of working are built
around centralised decision making.

Decentralised decision making ensures
buy-in of all relevant parties – essential
for transformational projects.

Yesterday’s way of working is
characterized by fixed scope projects,
long-term planning and rigid budget.

Lean
Portfolio
Management
Financial
Agility

Rapidly changing customer needs require
adaptable planning and the ability to
quickly change focus.

What is LPM and why is relevant?
Unlocking true enterprise agility
Why is the relevant for you?

What pain points are addressed?

▌ Our CSP clients across Austria, Switzerland and
Germany are embarking on digital transformation
journeys. At some point on this journey, most of them
come across the wish to become nimbler and able to
react faster to changing customer needs – Lean
Portfolio Management (LPM) is a way to foster this.

▌ While basic agile transformation of IT delivery
organizations are regularly done successfully, holistic
enterprise agility is seldomly achieved.

▌ Financial agility is a core pillar of LPM and an agile
enterprise. It enables reduced time to market for new
products, shortens release cycles for software,
builds leaner organizations and puts more effective
processes and governance in place.

▌ The benefit of agile delivery can only come into full
effect when combined with agile business processes.

▌ Lean Portfolio Management (LPM) is a multifaceted
approach to embed agile ways of working deeply
into your organization – inter alia and particularly
business units adjacent to your IT organization. Thus
LPM and primarily financial agility must be a priority
for any business and IT leader pursuing enterprise
agility.
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▌ Agile business processes, especially financial
structures seem to be among the most challenging
pieces on the way to unlocking enterprise agility.

What are the
benefits?
Check out our conclusion
on the page 8!

▌ When newly introduced, agile ways of working
allegedly cause a lack of transparency on business
benefits achieved. LPM respectively financial agility is
not only an enabler to enterprise agility but serves
also as an instrument to create full transparency on
value realization.
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Enterprise Agility

Lean Portfolio Management can offer a solution to bridge two worlds.
Traditional ways of working
External Stakeholders
Financial Markets
Partners
Ecosystem

Agile ways of working
Expectations and standards of
old-fashioned, linear ways of
working along traditional cycles
(financial year, half-year and
quarterly reports).
Quarterly/yearly rhythm

Internal Stakeholders
Traditional Board and C-Level
Finance &
Controlling Functions

VS

Need for enterprise agility to keep
up with an increasingly nimble
competition, changing customer
needs and efficiency pressure.
Product Development

≠

Sprint/PI rhythm

Marketing
Agile Delivery Organization

Long-term planning and rigid
financial plans

≠

Dynamic budget allocation

Project based financing and
retrospective reporting

≠

Value stream financing and real
time value realization reporting

Lean Portfolio Management (LPM)
LPM is an instrument to build a bridge between these diverging expectations. It offers financial transparency and
reliability required in traditional contexts while being flexible enough to enable value driven enterprise agility.
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Lean Portfolio Management

Today, resources and value flow in slow, rigid chains.
Tomorrow, LPM introduces instruments and structures that unlock financial agility by
enabling non-linear value management.

Strategic Themes
Lean Portfolio Management

Technical Leadership

Customer

IT Delivery
Tangible Outcome
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Value

Execution

Market

Finance & Controlling

IT Leader

Finance & Reporting

Value Streams

Instruments; e.g. VRO, Lean Business case

Customer

Market

Business Leader

Tactial Prioritization

Resources

Business Leadership

Board

Resources

Strategy

Resources

Board

Value

Industry Trends

Tomorrow

Value

Industry Trends

Today

IT Delivery

Tangible Outcome
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What is the
benefit of
applying LPM?

Organizational Structure

Financing

Organizational structures in IT adjacent
business units are aligned to the agile ways
of working ultimately unlocking the added
value of agile delivery.

Resource allocation along value streams
reduces admin work and shifts the efforts
into real value and impact discussion.
Installing a set of value realization
instruments is a key enabler to gain the
necessary insight for steering and funding
allocation.

Business Cases and Value
Management

Summary: Agile enterprise
through financial agility

Lean business cases are a key building block
of financial agility and initiate value driving
thinking across the organization.

Lean portfolio management offers a broad
set of concepts and principles to drive
business agility and bring IT and business
agile ways of working into sync.

Harvesting the value of
enterprise agility
through financial agility

Enterprise agility via LPM ensures active
value management, syncing IT and business
operating cycles.
Instruments like a value realization office
further foster agile financing through
transparency on benefits, entrepreneurial
accountability and closed feedback loops.
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Financial agility is considered a key
component of successful lean portfolio
management. Therefore, mastering financial
agility will bring you an important step
closer to true enterprise agility.
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Lean Portfolio
Management &
Financial Agility

Benefits in a nutshell
Decentralised working and decision-making is
supported by lean portfolio management
Use of developmental resources in close coordination
with the strategy and a focus on business value
Rapid adaptability in reaction to changing business
priorities and plan deviations

How do you manage your portfolio?
Let’s talk!

Lean Portfolio Management is one of the hot topics we see at client across industries. Without a
doubt it is an area that holds great potential and can supercharge an agile transformation.
Based on our in-depth experience with true end-to-end agile transformations, we have gathered a
set of possible approaches to address the difficult questions surrounding lean portfolio
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management. Our numerous client projects on this topic provide extremely valuable insights.
We would like to better understand your specific challenges in this area. Understand how lean
portfolio management can add value in your specific context.
Our strength around LPM lies in the following activities:
▌ Analysis of the current situation
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▌ Development of an LPM incl. Value Realization Office
▌ Optimization of existing setups
If you are interested in this topic and would like to discuss or exchange based on your own
experiences, please reach out to us!
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